Ecosystems may experience abrupt changes such as species extinctions, reorganisations of trophic structure, or transitions from stable population dynamics to strongly irregular fluctuations. Although most of these changes have important ecological and at times economic implications, they remain notoriously difficult to detect in advance. Here, we use a Ricker-type model to simulate the transition of a hypothetical stable fisheries population either to irregular boom-bust dynamics or to overexploitation. Our aim is to infer the risk of extinction in these two scenarios by comparing changes in variance, autocorrelation, and nonlinearity between unexploited and exploited populations. We find that changes in these statistical metrics reflect the risk of extinction but depend on the type of dynamical transition. Variance and nonlinearity increase similarly in magnitude along both transitions. In contrast, autocorrelation depends strongly on the presence of underlying oscillating dynamics. We also compare our theoretical expectations to indicators measured in long-term datasets of fish stocks from the California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigation in the Eastern Pacific and from the Northeast Shelf in the Western Atlantic. Our results suggest that elevated variance and nonlinearity could be potentially used to rank exploited fish populations according to their risk of extinction.
Pacific sardines [30] , and the fate of experimental flour beetle populations [31] . With its 60 capacity to forecast the future state of a system, EDM could be a useful approach to 61 anticipate critical transitions. Figure 1 . Two hypothetical trajectories of a fish stock under changing conditions. (a) Age-truncation effect: a gradual 64 increase in population growth rate due to size-selective fishing leads to a shift from stable dynamics to boom-and-bust 65 cycles (a combined effect of oscillations, chaos, and stochasticity that raises the risk of extinction during the bust phases). 66 (b) Exploitation effect: a gradual increase in fishing can cause the population to shift rapidly to an overexploited state. 67 Theoretically, when a dynamical system is approaching a critical transition (i.e. a 68 bifurcation), stochastic events may more easily push a system across attractor 69 boundaries, or far from equilibrium where dynamics may be also affected by a different 70 attractor. This implies that, close to a bifurcation, the realized system dynamics may 71 become increasingly state-dependent. State-dependence means that the future evolution 72 of a system is determined by its current state. For example, approaching the boundary 73 of the critical transition in the over-harvesting case (figure 1 b), dynamics will be 74 increasingly affected by the alternative exploited and overexploited stable attractors. 75 Therefore, close to the critical transition, forecasting the future system state requires 76 knowledge of the current system state (i.e. local state information is critical). In 77 contrast, far from the critical transition, there is only one stable state. In that case, 78 local information is indistinguishable from global information. EDM can evaluate this 79 state-dependence by comparing forecast performance obtained when using global versus 80 local information to model the system [11, 32] . If relying on local information gives a 81 3/19 better forecast of system state compared to global information, the behavior of the 82 system is deemed state-dependent. In principle, this concept can be generalized to more 83 complex situations regardless of the type of attractors, such as bifurcations of cyclic 84 attractors to chaos (e.g. figure 1 a) . In that way, while CSD indicators rely on changes 85 in stability between stable states [33] , EDM does not, so that in an unknown system, it 86 is likely that the union of these two approaches may be more informative for 87 anticipating critical transitions in ecosystems under stress.
88
Here, we study the behavior of EDM and CSD indicators along two different 89 ecosystem transitions observed in time series that can increase the risk of stochastic 90 extinction: the transition from stable equilibrium dynamics to irregular chaotic 91 dynamics (figure 1 a), and the abrupt shift to an overexploited state (figure 1 b).
92
Following former studies on nonlinear dynamics in fisheries [1, 9, 10, 34] , we generate time 93 series using a stochastic Ricker type fishery model in which we assume a loss term due 94 to fishing. We show how the behavior of nonlinearity, variance, and autocorrelation 95 depends on the type of transition and discuss the capacity of these metrics as early 96 warnings of loss in ecosystem stability. Finally, we measure these indicators on two 97 long-term datasets of fishes from the Southern California Current ecosystem and U.S.
98
Northeast Shelf system in the North Western Atlantic. Our aim is to illustrate how 99 these model-free approaches can be helpful for ecosystem management by quantifying 100 resilience across populations.
101

Materials and Methods
102
Simulated data 103 We used a discrete Ricker type model that describes the logistic growth of population N 104 to which we added a loss term due to fishing. The model reads:
where r t is the intrinsic growth rate, b defines the strength of density-dependence (= 107 r t /K, where K is the carrying capacity set by the environment (=10)), and fishing 108 follows a sigmoid functional response (p=2), with half-saturation h (=0.75) and 109 maximum fishing rate F . We assumed process error in the model to represent 110 environmental stochasticity with a Gaussian term t of zero mean and σ E (=0.25) 111 standard deviation. We also considered demographic stochasticity in the growth rate r t 112 by using exponential filtering at each time step (r t = r 0 e (σr r,t ) ), where r 0 is the mean 113 and σ r (=0.1) the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise term t [35] . Although we 114 used fisheries as an example, our analysis and results are generic to any ecosystem or 115 population model that exhibits similar dynamics and transitions.
116
We considered two scenarios where fishing can potentially trigger dynamical changes 117 in the behavior of a population. In the first scenario, we hypothesized that fishing leads 118 to changes in population demographic traits due to age-truncation caused by 119 size-selective removal (figure 1 a). Selective fishing of large individuals in a population 120 may cause small size individuals to mature at an earlier age [18, 36] . Earlier 121 age-at-maturation can be associated with an overall increase in the intrinsic growth 122 rates of exploited fish populations [9] . Here, we mimic this "age-truncation effect" by 123 gradually increasing growth rate r 0 (=[0.01, 3]), while setting the overall fishing rate F 124 to zero. Increasing growth rate in the Ricker model exhibits a well-known series of 125 transitions from stable equilibrium dynamics to period-doubling bifurcations that give 126 rise to cycles and eventually chaos [37] .
127
In the second scenario, we hypothesized that a fish population runs the risk of 128 overexploitation due to direct fishing pressure (figure 1 b) [38] . We labeled this the 129 4/19 "exploitation effect" scenario that we simulated by progressively increasing fishing rate 130 F (=[0, 3]), starting from a stable non-fluctuating population (r 0 = 0.75). Intensifying 131 fishing rate leads to the abrupt collapse of the population due to the crossing of a fold 132 bifurcation that forces the population to shift from an underexploited to an 133 overexploited state of low abundance.
134
For both age-truncation and exploitation scenarios, we gradually increased the 135 bifurcation parameters, r0 and F respectively, in 100 equidistant steps. At each step, we 136 burned-in the models for a period of 100 time steps to discard transients, and we 137 simulated another 100 points to use for analysis. For each step of the bifurcation 138 parameter, we produced 1000 replicate time series that were used to estimate 139 nonlinearity and critical-slowing-down indicators. We also tested the behavior of the 140 indicators while changing conditions. To do this, we continuously increased growth rate 141 r 0 (=[0.01, 3]) and fishing rate F (=[0, 3]) in 200 time steps using a sliding window of 142 half size the time series (that is, 100 points). We reported indicator means and 95% 143 confidence intervals based on the 1000 replicates. Critical slowing down (CSD) is defined as the decrease in recovery rate upon small 162 perturbations in the vicinity of local bifurcation points [23] . It is a generic property of 163 dynamical systems that undergo transitions between different attractors when a stress 164 parameter crosses a threshold. In mathematical terms, CSD is associated with a 165 diminishing dominant eigenvalue λ, where λ defines the rate of exponential decay of a 166 perturbation close to equilibrium (∆x = e −λt ) [21] . The consequence of this slow decay 167 is that both variance and autocorrelation of the recorded ecosystem dynamics will 168 increase close to a transition point [20] . We estimated variance as coefficient of variation 169 (CV = standard deviation/mean), and autocorrelation at lag-1 (AR1) as the Pearson 170 correlation for lagged time series at one step [40] . We propose to use nonlinearity (i.e. quantification of state-dependence) as an additional 174 indicator for anticipating critical transitions. To determine whether a time series reflects 175 linear or nonlinear processes, we compared the out-of-sample forecast skill of a linear relying on local information). This involves state space reconstruction (aka EDM) using 178 lagged coordinate embeddings with a two-step procedure as follows. First, we used 179 simplex projection [28] to determine the embedding dimension (E) of the system where 180 E represents the number of independent variables needed to reconstruct the system 181 state-space and is operationalized as the number of lagged coordinates used to 182 reconstruct the system attractor. Second, using this embedding dimension, we used 183 S-map [11] to compare linear versus nonlinear forecasting models, by tuning a nonlinear 184 weighting parameter θ. If the forecast skill of the nonlinear model (θ > 0) outperforms 185 that of the linear model (θ = 0), the observed dynamics in the system are classified as 186 nonlinear (or state dependent). Forecast skill is evaluated based on the correlation 187 between S-map predicted out-of-sample values and the actual observed values in the 188 time series. See a suite of articles fully describing this established methodology 189 [1, 32, 41, 42] . 190 We applied the above procedure after first-differencing and standardizing both 191 simulated and fisheries time series [32] . As EDM requires a time series of at least 30 192 observations [43], we used simulated time series of 100 time steps and selected empirical 193 fish records that contained at least 30 points. We produced simplex projections using 194 lagged coordinates of one time step (τ = 1) for a series of different embedding 195 dimensions E (1 through 10 for the fish data and 1 through 3 for simulated data -we 196 used a smaller range of E for the simulated data as we knew a priori the dimensionality 197 of the Ricker model attractor following Whitney's theorem that n ≤ E ≤ 2n + 1 where 198 n is the dimensionality in the systems (n = 1 for our model)). We applied a 199 cross-validation approach, using E + 1 vectors, to estimate Pearson correlation (ρ) 200 between observed and forecast values to choose the best embedding dimension E for the 201 system. The best E was then used for fixing the embedding space in the S-map. In the 202 S-map we did the same cross-validation as above but using all vectors (not just nearest 203 neighbors) to perform the forecasting. The vectors, however, are weighted exponentially 204 according to the tuning parameter θ. When θ = 0, all vectors are weighted equally 205 (linear case). When θ > 0 (nonlinear case), neighbors closer to the predicted vector 206 become more important for forecasting (the increasingly smaller neighborhood thus 207 represents increasing state-dependence). We tried a range of θ values [0, 0.001, 0.005, 208 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 5], and for each θ value we compared the improvement 209 in forecasting skill. 210 We estimated the improvement in forecasting skill of the nonlinear over the linear 211 model as the difference in Pearson correlation: ∆ρ = max(ρ θ − ρ θ=0 ): the maximum 212 difference between the correlation ρ θ at each θ to the correlation ρ θ = 0 found for θ = 0. 213 In other words, ∆ρ defines how much the nonlinear model (θ = 0) outperformed the 214 linear model, which is used to quantify nonlinearity [9] . We therefore use the metric of 215 ∆ρ as indicator of nonlinearity.
216
All simulated data and the estimation of the nonlinearity and CSD indicators were 217 produced using MATLAB v2015a (Mathworks) . For open source options, nonlinearity 218 indices can be estimated using the rEDM package (https://github.com/ha0ye/rEDM), 219 and CSD indicators can be computed using the R package earlywarnings 220 (https://github.com/earlywarningtoolbox). For the fish time series, missing values were 221 omitted in estimating the indicators.
222
Results
223
In the age-truncation scenario (figure 2 a), a gradual increase in growth rate in the 224 Ricker model caused a sequence of transitions from stable to excitable dynamics that 225 led to regular oscillations and then chaos (figure S1a). The boundaries between different 226 6/19 attractors were difficult to define in the presence of stochasticity. Nonetheless, we 227 clearly observed different behaviors in CV , AR1, and ∆ρ that were distinct in each 228 dynamic regime defined by the deterministic model (figure S1b). Before the onset of 229 spiraling stable dynamics, variance, autocorrelation, and nonlinearity all decreased 230 (figure 2 b). Interestingly, ∆ρ decreased slightly even after the onset of the spiraling 231 stable dynamics. Close to the onset of cycles, CV and ∆ρ increased but AR1 kept 232 decreasing. Approaching the transition to chaos and inside the chaotic regime, CV and 233 ∆ρ continued to increase, and so did AR1 but much more weakly (figure 2 b) . Overall, 234 only the relationship between CV and ∆ρ was consistent across all regimes. AR1 was 235 sensitive to the presence of oscillations, as the spiraling and cyclic attractors shifted decrease in nonlinearity of the overexploited state.
254
Ideally, for populations that have a history of monitoring, a manager would have 255 available population abundance estimates or growth rates at different levels of fishing 256 pressure in order to estimate these three indicators. In reality, however, fishing and any 257 other environmental conditions all change continuously. Therefore, we studied this more 258 realistic scenario by measuring CSD and nonlinearity indicators along a time series at 259 continuously changing conditions ( figure S3 ) using a sliding window approach [40] . We 260 found similar patterns to those obtained in the case of stationary distributions ( figure   261 2), but with strong uncertainties especially in the case of nonlinearity ( figure S3g, h) . 262 We tested our theoretical predictions on empirical fish time series. In our fisheries 263 records, however, we cannot vary F as done in the simulations, but we can only 264 discriminate populations based on whether they were commercially fished (i.e. 265 exploited) or not (i.e. unexploited or bycatch). Using this discrimination as a proxy for 266 fishing pressure, we tested for differences in CV , AR1, and ∆ρ between exploited versus 267 unexploited populations (figure 3). We found that mean ∆ρ and AR1 were higher for 268 exploited populations in both datasets (figure 3 b, c), whereas mean CV was higher in 269 exploited populations in the CCE but not in the NES dataset (figure 3 a). However, 270 only ∆ρ and CV were significantly higher in the CCE exploited populations (t-test with 271 unequal variances). Taking both datasets together (table S1), we found negative 272 correlations between CV and AR1 for both exploited and unexploited populations, 273 stronger positive correlation between CV and ∆ρ for unexploited than exploited 274 populations, and also stronger positive correlation between AR1 and ∆ρ for unexploited 275 than exploited populations. However, similar to our simulated time series, only the 276 correlations between CV and ∆ρ were significant.
277
The patterns between CV , AR1, and ∆ρ that we observed in our empirical fisheries 278 data generally matched the theoretical patterns we derived from our simulated time 279 series (figure 4). We approximated simulated populations as exploited or unexploited by 280 grouping time series far from and close to the collapse for the exploitation effect 281 scenario (unexploited: 0 < F ≤ 0.97, exploited: 0.97 <F< 1.79), and before and after 282 the deterministic limit of cyclic dynamics in the age-truncation effect scenario 283 (unexploited: 0.01 < r 0 ≤ 2.06, exploited: 2.06 < r 0 < 3). In both scenarios CV and ∆ρ 284 were higher in the exploited than in the unexploited populations, while AR1 was higher 285 for the exploited populations in the exploitation scenario (figure 4 b), but lower in the 286 age truncation scenario ( figure 4 a) . Overall, the correlations between CV and ∆ρ, and 287 between CV and AR1, matched the empirical relationships, but not between AR1 and 288 ∆ρ. indicators can be used for detecting changes in ecological dynamics using fisheries as an 301 example. These two approaches belong to a class of model-free methods for describing 302 ecological dynamics. EDM has never been explored as a means of measuring ecosystem 303 stability or detecting the risk of dynamical transitions in the generic sense as CSD 304 indicators do. Our results show that elevated nonlinearity ∆ρ based on EDM can be a 305 novel indicator for the proximity to dynamical transitions between alternative states as 306 well as to transitions from stable dynamics to irregular oscillations.
307
Bifurcation analysis reveals that the indicator patterns we observed capture the 308 underlying deterministic stability of the Ricker model ( figure S1 ). In the age-truncation 309 scenario, changes in growth rates move the system from a single stable state to multiple 310 cyclic states and finally to chaos (figure S1a). In the exploitation scenario, increasing 311 fishing pressure brings the system close to the fold bifurcation where the stable 312 attractor merged with the unstable saddle and propels the system to the alternative 313 state (figure S1b). In both scenarios environmental and demographic stochasticity 314 forces the system across these dynamical regimes. As a result, trajectories are 315 increasingly affected by the stability properties of the different attractors. EDM 316 captures this increasing state-dependence in the system dynamics, as it can better 317 follow future trajectories when it considers the local information of state space.
318
Increasing variance also reflects the generic rising divergence in the state space due to 319 the existence of multiple states. Autocorrelation at lag-1, however, is sensitive to the 320 type of dynamics between the two scenarios: it consistently rises in the exploitation 321 scenario, but builds-up or breaks down under age-truncation. In that case, it might 322 have been more informative looking at higher spectra than first lags.
323
Elevated nonlinearity and variability in stressed populations are the most consistent 324 patterns in both scenarios we tested. This observation actually implies that these 325 indicators may be better suited to detect changes in the dynamics observed in natural 326 populations. It also implies that the source of these changes goes beyond the loss of 327 stability across bifurcation points. More generally, rising variance and nonlinearity can 328 be understood as a statistical phenomenon of increasing state-dependence [11] that does 329 not require the existence of stable attractors. In reality, population dynamics are 330 typically the result of a mix of transients across stable and unstable attractors affected 331 by environmental and demographic stochasticity. CSD indicators can capture changes in 332 these dynamics but only when it comes to stable equilibria in the presence of weak 333 stochasticity [20] . Identifying transitions across chaotic attractors or, more generally, in 334 systems with nonlinear dynamics may be difficult with CSD indicators [44, 45] . Thus,
335
EDM-derived nonlinearity is broader in its application, and it can capture changes in 336 dynamics beyond stable attractors typical of the dynamics encountered in natural 337 systems.
338
Based on our findings, a resource manager could estimate both CSD and EDM 339 metrics in order to infer levels of stress and rank populations according to their 340 potential risk to extinction [46] . For instance, Krkosek and Drake [47] looked at patterns 341 of CV and AR1 for Pacific salmon populations and found that they were higher for 342 pink salmon stocks that had a population growth rate close to zero. In this work, the 343 authors assumed that salmon populations would suffer a transcritical bifurcation due to 344 growth rates approaching zero. Trends in CV and AR1 in our analyses are in line with 345 these findings ( figure 2) . Moreover, we also find that nonlinearity increases at 346 decreasing growth rates. Our results imply that regardless of the type of transition (be 347 9/19 it a transcritical, a fold, or a period-doubling bifurcation), a simultaneous increase in 348 CV and nonlinearity could signal a higher risk of population extinction. (a) Age-truncation scenario. We categorized populations as unexploited or exploited based on their growth rates: 352 0.01 < r ≤ 2.06 (unexploited), 2.06 < r < 3 (exploited). We assumed that populations were exploited if their growth rates 353 exceeded the limit (r 2.06) that corresponds to the onset of cyclic dynamics in the deterministic model, as we assumed 354 that age-truncation due to fishing leads to irregular oscillations. (b) Exploitation scenario. We categorized unexploited and 355 exploited populations before the collapse to overexploitation (F 1.79) based on fishing rate: 0 < F ≤ 0.97 (unexploited), 356 0.97 < F < 1.79 (exploited). Grey bars are exploited populations; white bars represent unexploited populations. *** 357 indicates p < 0.001 from t-tests with unequal variances between populations.
358
Trends in empirical data generally agreed with our simulated results. We found 359 elevated nonlinearity in exploited fish populations for both NES and CES datasets, 360 higher variability only for the CCE dataset, and a stronger AR1 in exploited 361 populations for both datasets ( figure 3) . These results imply that some populations were 362 under the exploitation stress scenario, while others followed the age-truncation scenario 363 ( figure 4) . It is hard, though, to identify which scenario mostly affected each set of 364 populations (table S1). The only significant result is that, when taking all populations 365 together, CV and nonlinearity show a consistent positive relationship (table S1).
366
While we compared populations sampled at the same geographical ranges and under 367 similar climatic conditions, it is still difficult to draw strong conclusions from these 368 patterns. First, we assumed that exploited populations are affected by both 369 overexploitation and age-truncation. Second, we did not take into account life-history 370 traits or stochastic events that may also affect population dynamics. Pinsky et al. [7] 371 10/19 demonstrated that in addition to fishing, environmental stochasticity and high growth 372 rates can affect the risk of collapse in fish populations. In our analysis, we used 373 age-at-maturation as proxy for population growth rate and we assumed that 374 age-truncation pushes populations to reproduce faster [9] . We found negative (but 375 non-significant) correlations between nonlinearity and variance versus age-at-maturation 376 ( figure S4 ), which hints that faster growth rates may lead to stronger irregular 377 fluctuations and a higher risk of collapse.
378
Of course, critical slowing down and nonlinearity indicators are not bulletproof 379 metrics. We found strong fluctuations in nonlinearity estimates, especially in the 380 exploitation scenario ( figure S2c, d) . Changes in variance and autocorrelation can also 381 be unreliable in the presence of short time series [40] , high levels of stochasticity [48] , 382 fast changing stress drivers [45, 49] , or due to portfolio effects [47] and life-history 383 strategies [50] . Further research is needed to find if similar constraints hold for the 384 elevated nonlinearity indicators we proposed here.
385
In the quest for understanding and anticipating future ecosystem responses, testing 386 novel and alternative approaches is of high priority. The indicators we examined here 387 contribute to equation-free, data-driven approaches that aim at quantifying differences 388 in the resilience of populations under increasing environmental stress. Translating such 389 differences to a risk assessment scheme might be a useful tool for improving ecosystem 390 management in the face of global environmental change.
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Supporting Information 540   Table S1 541 Figure S1 Figure S1 . Bifurcation analysis, dynamical attractors (a, b), eigenvalues and Lyapunov exponents (c, d) of the deterministic model. In (a, b) we assume that age-truncation shifts the basic reproductive rate to higher values (increase in growth rate r). Dynamically, a stable equilibrium is replaced by stable but spiraling dynamics, and as growth rate increases, the system starts to oscillate in cycles of increasing periods before becoming chaotic (b). In (c, d) we assume that fishing can increase harvesting pressure. Dynamically, we have a stable equilibrium that is replaced by an alternative state at the crossing of a fold bifurcation. Theoretically, we measure stability based on the eigenvalue (the rate of return to equilibrium) and the Lyapunov exponent (the rate of divergence from equilibrium after a small perturbation). Eigenvalues crossing unity (-1, +1) signify loss of stability, negative Lyapunov exponents signify convergence (stability), and positive Lyapunov exponents signify divergence (instability and chaotic dynamics). Figure S4 . Relationship between critical slowing down and nonlinearity indicators versus age-at-maturation of southern California Current Ecosystem fisheries data. Ageat-maturation is considered as the proxy for growth rate. We found negative (albeit non-significant) correlations in CV and ∆ρ, but not AR1, versus age-at-maturation. This implies that faster growing populations are characterized by elevated nonlinearity and variability. (Pearson ρ correlation with significance p-value in parenthesis).
